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OPIC was one of the first foreign investment firms to come to Russia after the collapse of the Soviet
Union.

U.S. government investment corporation OPIC will stop investing in Russia after more than
two decades in the country, the latest fund to recoil from Russia as Moscow's spat with
the West over Ukraine deepens.

Charles Stadtlander, a representative of Overseas Private Investment Corporation, told news
agency RBC on Thursday that the fund would freeze new projects but not divest its active
investments: "[We] will honor the agreements we already have, but that's it," he was quoted
as saying.

Since 1993, OPIC has invested more than $3 billion in Russian development and sponsored
more than 125 projects, RBC said. OPIC's last investment in Russia was in February, when it
gave $150 million to Russian private equity firm Elbrus Capital.
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In March, Russia annexed Crimea from Ukraine, prompting a collapse in relations with
the West, multiple rounds of sanctions and counter-sanctions, and the closure
of international capital markets to many major Russian companies.

Stadtlander did not comment on the reasons for the corporation's decision.

OPIC is the U.S. government's development finance institution. It was one of the first foreign
investment firms to come to Russia after the collapse of the Soviet Union.

Another development fund, the European Bank of Reconstruction and Development froze
investment in new Russian projects in July, after the EU pressured it to do so.

Private firms have also been closing their doors. U.S. private equity firm Blackstone, which
had $279 billion under management as of June 30, said Monday that it was "giving up
on Russia," and would not to renew the contracts of consultants it employs in the country,
the Financial Times reported. 
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